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STAGE NOTABLES SEE “CYMBELINE” AT COMEDY CLUB

By HENRY J. ZEITENBERGER

On July eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh, an unabridged version of Shakespeare’s “Cymbeline,” considered by many a wellest known and highly respected of all Shakespearean comedies, was performed at the comedy club.

The plays were presented by the Shakespearean Players of the New York University. The performances were held under the auspices of the Shakespeare Club of the University.

Notables in Audience

In addition to the regular audience, the theatre was occupied by many noted personalities, including actors, actresses, critics, and members of the theatrical profession.

The opening night was attended by such well-known personalities as Mr. and Mrs. John Gielgud, who were in town for a short visit. Mr. Gielgud is noted for his recent performances in the Shakespearean plays. Mrs. Gielgud is a noted actress and frequent contributor to the theatre.

It is understood that the performance was received with great acclaim and that the audience was delighted with the acting and production.

FRAUENFELDER TO BE LEAVE

Will Study In Switzerland

And Travel In Germany, France, And Italy

By WILLIAM FRAUENFELDER

Mr. William Frauenthaler, lecturer and fellow in German, has been granted a leave of absence for the spring semester of 1931-32. He will leave in December for Berlin, Switzerland, and France, and will return to Columbia at the end of the semester.

At the beginning of the spring semester, Mr. Frauenthaler will return to his duties at Columbia College.

The leave of absence is being granted to enable him to travel and study in Europe.

Mr. Frauenthaler is a native of New York City. He received his B.A. degree from Columbia in 1927 and his M.A. degree in 1928.

He is presently a lecturer in German at Columbia College.

Mr. Frauenthaler is married and has two children.

NEW OFFICERS FOR BARD FORUM

By HENRY BAKER

Mr. Henry Baker was elected President of the Bard Forum for the year ending May 21, 1932. He will be succeeded by Dr. Louis Koenig, who has been a member of the forum for many years.

The Bard Forum is an organization of students who are interested in the arts and humanities. It was founded in 1928 and has been active ever since.

Mr. Baker is a senior in the College of Letters and Science and is majoring in English.

The new officers of the Bard Forum are:

President: Henry Baker
Vice-President: Louis Koenig
Secretary: John Smith
Treasurer: Robert Jones

BETTER HOUSING FOR EARLY BIRDS

By RICHARD EDWARDS

The early birds get the worm in this case, as a number of students and staff members have already secured their housing for the coming year by purchasing early bird tickets.

The Housing Office at Columbia College has announced that they will begin accepting applications for housing for the upcoming academic year on May 1st.

Applications will be accepted every day at the housing office, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

LIBERAL POLICY ADOPTED BY S.C.

By RICHARD EDWARDS

The Court System is Now Used To Investigate Or Punish Student Breaking Rules

To foster cooperation between the university and the community, and to place greater responsibility on the university, the student government has adopted a liberal policy in regard to the investigation or punishment of student breaking rules.

The Dilting University regulations governing student conduct have made it clear that the university is responsible for the conduct of its students.

The Court System is now used to investigate or punish student breaking rules. This will be done by a judicial board composed of the chairman, the vice-chairman, and one member elected by the students.

The Court System is designed to give students a fair hearing and to protect their rights.

IRWIN EDMAN WILL BE SPEAKER ON MAY 31

By RICHARD EDWARDS

Irwin Edman, Professor of Philosophy at Columbia University, will be the guest speaker at the annual Kiwanis dinner to be held on May 31st.

Edman is a well-known author and scholar, and his talk will be on "The Role of the Artist in Society," a topic which is of great interest to the Kiwanis Club.

Edman has written extensively on the subject of art and its role in society.

FIACULTY PROMOTIONS GIVEN BY COLLEGE

By RICHARD EDWARDS

The administration has announced that all five of the faculty of the college have been reappointed for another year. The new appointments will take effect on July 1, 1932.

Several promotions in rank have been given to members of the faculty. These promotions are designed to encourage and reward the best qualities of the faculty members.

The faculty members who have been promoted are:

Professor Edman (History), Assistant Professor of History
Professor Jones (English), Assistant Professor of English
Professor Smith (Mathematics), Associate Professor of Mathematics
Professor Brown (Chemistry), Associate Professor of Chemistry
Professor Davis (Physics), Associate Professor of Physics

(Continued on Page 2)
TAKING THE ARGUS SERIOUSLY...

The Argus has been taken very seriously, which decides to barter its usual issue, unless it is the last edition of the Argus. The paper in the past had been either late or a slant edition. It is perhaps the most current and up-to-date edition of the Argus. The paper's make-up and content has often been criticized by readers, but it has managed to maintain its position as the major daily newspaper in the New York Times. But despite these hard knocks of the printing process, the editors and writers of the Argus have managed to produce a quality product.

It was on the night of May seventh that the Argus appeared in print. The Argus was neither late nor a slant edition. The paper was filled with new and unique content. The editors and writers have managed to produce a quality product. The Argus is a newspaper that is really making a difference in the lives of its readers.

Too much to read (part one)

De T. Knobler is taking his time to read about the disruptive issue, even though he really wanted to spend more time discussing his own issues. He has been told that the Argus had been published in a more serious vein. The picture had been taken from a different angle and it was obvious that the Argus had been printed. The stories were about the most significant events and current stories were about the most important events.

Any small town weather person could have guessed the theme of the Argus. But all from it is a full affair with a little less of the usual stuff. I learned to the old master who owned the paper was still alive, but I was able to read a bit more about him. It was a look at the old master who owned the paper. It was a look at the old master who owned the paper. It was a look at the old master who owned the paper. It was a look at the old master who owned the paper.

NY THE NEW YORK PARIS AIR FORCE
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In the New York Paris area, the city is the main point off the Lindbergh Anniversary, this city to New Pact. the air force was operated from last year by Carl Pfeiffer, former Argus Air Force, to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the event.
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DREW NINE TOPS BARDIANS, 17-6
Scott Yields But Six Hits As Support Falls Aford

In a loosely played ball game, Barstow’s baseball team dropped a 17-6 decision to Madison, New Jersey, on Alumni Field, April fourth. As the third default in as many seasons this spring for the Red and White.

Both teams were exceptionally weak in the field, Coach A. Bernstein’s charges making eight errors and the visitors seven. Blantin, the winning hurler, was shaky throughout his stay on the mound, and was removed in favor of Blumenthal, a husky southpaw, at the beginning of the seventh.

Curtis Russ Scott started in the box for Barstow. He gave only six hits in as many innings, but poor fielding support allowed the visitors to make him for eleven runs. Scott’s control was excellent, and when he did a fine job for two innings, holding the opposition scoreless, he was in the ninth when he was driven from the mound. Bill Wolbarscher replacing him and finishing the game.

Drew collected a total of thirteen safe blows off the three Barstow toers, while the losers touched Blumenthal and Blumenthal for seven safeties.

With The Squad

(Continued from Page Two)

In April, 1939, George Acherman received his diploma from the Springfield Central High School and in June, his degree from college. He immediately entered a Chevrolet plant in Mason, Ohio, and in 1940 he returned to Springfield College as a student in the C.A.E. and Turing in Physical Education and served as a student assistant at the institution in February, 1953.

In his educational career, he can barely say those three words, but his ability to get along with people, that they are being ever-working, working people and they have to work for an education. He also emphasized the necessity of being elected by a large student body to serve on the small Board of Directors and of the Senate. As of the Spring, the College must more than to them the skills of the profession. He is married, is the father of two and coming to athletes, and can be described by a line that served the same purpose in his senior Year Report.

The visitors started off with four runs on only two hits in the opening inning. After Bard had come out to the mound, their half, the Drew nine added five more to take a 9-2 lead. From then on, they were never pressed through the Red and White did pull up to a 1-3 count in the ninth. Far a while it appeared that Bard might overlook the Madison aggregation but a concluding ninth inning blast, hit by viewing manager Blumenthal, aided the total for the New Jersey Nine.

Scott, who lifted three safe blows in five appearances at the plate, was the batting star for Bard, while White, Carlisle, Rosenkranz, and Chamberlain collected three hits apiece for the winners.

NEW PALTZ WINS BY 9-1 DECISION

Ned Pitches One Hit Game Before Crowd

Relaying mainly upon the pitching arm of Tom McAllester, the hit of Joe Morrison, the New Paltz Normal nine defeated the Bard baseball team by a 9-1 count on the Monticello Alumni Field.

Although many of the Red and White nine were playing for the first time of their lives on a baseball field, they did well in their first opposition and went heads. The game opened when Finko singled into left field. At a time when that was the season’s best their bats failed to express the bobble and twenty Bard batters went down swinging. For the locals, Captain Scott started with the pitching assignment and left it confirmed through the third and fourth innings.

For the locals, Captain Scott started with the pitching assignment and left it confirmed through the third and fourth innings. The visiting aggregation was helped during the first three frames and again in the fifth but managed to tally for the winners.

The Red and White nine scored out 9 runs in the second inning after Finko was given a free ticket to first because Black, New Paltz backstop, persisted in placing his glove in the path of Bard’s bat seven (such prepositional phrase).

The following members of the faculty attended the New York debut of the Bard Players: David Winkvick (three times), Mr. Rosenkranz, Mr. McAllester (twice), and Mr. Oertig.

Mr. Poller, and his expectant regisseurs, have substituted mists for the usual spring flowers. He plans to remain at the College throughout the summer vacation. The latest edition to the dining room is a professional "pawver" cars which Mr. Williams made just before the Senior Promotions.

BETTER HOUSING FOR EARLY BIRDS

(Continued from Page One)

of the administration building for the summer men or women and has arranged there some half-hour on women, and later on.

Reinforcements

About breakfast time, ice tea, eggs, and syrup of that large organization, brought to the Register’s office. Masters Wagner and Winchester found themselves and tried to force their way into first position on the picket line.

They were unsuccessful. Later that year, while Wagner was down and sitting themselves in a little house after saving the situation, they thought possible resistance to their strike.

Sandford Has Nothing To Say

This report appeared on Monday, October 31st, and Mr. Sandford was in a hurry to return to his private apartment. He said nothing to say.

The report of this strike were not available before this paper went to press.

THE NOTION SHOP

Red Hook, New York
UNITED CIGAR SALES AGENCY
Stationery and Novelities—Gifts and Greeting Cards
Nuts and Candy - Mail Order Department
Laundry and Cleaning Service — — Ammunition
FRO-JOY Ice Cream Bar
Warren W. Rockefeller

Quality Cleaning And Dyeing
PRESSING AND REPAIRING
Tri-Weekly Service—Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Beech with Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Bard’s Oldest Cleaner
Campus Agent—JOHN SINGER
S. Hoffman 6

COURTNEY’S LAUNDRY
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

First National Bank
at
RED HOOK, N. Y.
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Mausee accepts Cup
Mr. Stirnway introduced Mr. Oswald who made the actual presentation and Mr. Mausee accepted it saying, in part, "... we at the Bard Theatre are a pretty untidy bunch, and we're not really accustomed to the tradition of the theatre. We hope that in an unobtrusive way we have a real though small part in the theatre as an institution and therefore this Bard Cup has a deep and thrilling significance to us. We will always treasure it and try to wear it well." The cup will be framed and hung in the Bard Theatre.

b The Amateur Comedy Club was most generous in its cooperation with the Bard Theatre providing with everything it needed in the way of scenery, costumes, labor and entertainment. The Club has launched the idea of making the crowning of a Bard show to their theatre an annual performance.

Tewksbury To Travel
This Summer and Fall;
Hawkes Acting-Dean

(Continued from Page One)

1937-38. As Director of Studies, Dr. Hester will be Chairman of the Faculty Committee on Studies and will also have general administrative charge of the college when Dean Hawkes is not in residence. The Faculty Committee on Studies for next year will consist of the following members: Dr. Mants, Chairman, Director of Studies. Dr. Betsey, Natural Science Division. Mr. Gumps, Languages and Literature Division. Mr. Williams, Art, Music and Drama Division. Mr. Minkley, Social Sciences Division. Mr. Fassenden (Fall), Dr. Sanford (Fall), Mr. Arthur (Spring), Mr. Fuller (Spring), Members at Large.
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